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Abstract
For a simple 5nite graph G let Co(G) and Ce(G) denote the set of odd cycle lengths and even cycle lengths in a graph
G, respectively. We will show that the chromatic number (G) of G satis5es: (G)6min{2r + 2; 2s+ 3}6 r + s+ 2, if
|Co(G)|= r and |Ce(G)|= s.
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1. Introduction
We consider simple undirected graphs only. In general we follow the terminology and notation of [2]. We call a graph
k-degenerate, if every nonempty subgraph G′ of G has a vertex of degree at most k in G′.
In [3], Bollob'as and Erdo˝s asked the following.
Problem 1. Let us denote by Co(G) the set of odd cycle lengths in a graph G i.e.
Co(G) = {2m+ 1: G contains a cycle of length 2m+ 1; for m¿ 1}:
If |Co(G)|= k, is it true that (G)6 2k + 2, with equality if and only if G contains a complete graph K2k+2?
An aArmative answer to this problem was given by Gy'arf'as. Since every k-degenerate graph is k + 1-colourable, he
proved a stronger result.
Theorem 1 (Gy'arf'as [5]). Every graph G with |Co(G)| = k is (2k + 1)-degenerate. If G is a 2-connected graph with
minimum degree at least 2k + 1, then |Co(G)|= k¿ 1 implies G = K2k+2.
We will consider the analogous problem for even cycle lengths.
Problem 2. Let us denote by Ce(G) the set of even cycle lengths in a graph G i.e.
Ce(G) = {2m: G contains a cycle of length 2m; for m¿ 2}:
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If |Ce(G)|= k, is it true that (G)6 2k + 3, with equality if and only if G contains a complete graph K2k+3?
In Section 2 we present a proof of the following Theorem 2, which gives an aArmative answer to the Problem 2.
Theorem 2. (i) Let |Ce(G)|= s, then (G)6 2s + 3. If (G) = 2s + 3, then G contains K2s+3.
(ii) Let |Co(G)|= r, then (G)6 2r + 2. If (G) = 2r + 2, then G contains K2r+2.
From the proof of Theorem 2 it follows that the graph G satisfying the assumptions is d-degenerate with d=min{2r+1;
2s + 2} and thus there is an easy known polynomial algorithm to colour G by min{2r + 1; 2s + 2}+ 1 colours.
Corollary 3. If |Co(G)|= r and |Ce(G)|= s then (G)6min{2r + 2; 2s + 3}6 r + s + 2.
2. The Proof of Theorem 2
We will assume that G is 2-connected. If G is not a 2-connected graph, then obviously we can apply the result on the
blocks of G and by suitable recolouring of the blocks we obtain the appropriate colouring of G. To prove Theorem 3,
with respect to Theorem 1 of Gy'arf'as, it is enough to prove the analogous result for even cycle lengths.
(1) Let P : v1v2 : : : vp be a longest path in G of order p. Then N (v1) ⊆ V (P) and let I ={i: v1vi ∈E(G)}=A∪B, where
A= {a1; a2; : : : ; a|A|} and B= {2; b1; b2; : : : ; b|B|−1} contain the odd and even indices, respectively. For convenience, let us
call A and B the odd and even neighbours of v1. If i; j∈A; i¡ j, then the cycle v1vivi+1 : : : vjv1 has even order j − i + 2.
If i∈B; i 	= 2, then the cycle v1v2 : : : viv1 has even order i. Hence |A|6 s + 1 and |B| − 16 s. Therefore
%(G)6 deg(v1)6 1 + s + (s + 1) = 2s + 2: (∗)
Since this consideration holds for every subgraph H ⊆ G, G is a (2s + 2)-degenerate graph, implying (G)6 2s + 3.
(2) If G is (2s + 1)-degenerate, then (G)6 2s + 2. Hence, if (G) = 2s + 3; there is a subgraph H of G with
%(H)¿ 2s+2. Let P : v1v2 : : : vp be a longest path in H as in part (1). By (∗) we conclude that deg(v1)=2s+2= %(H).
We 5rst consider the case s¿ 2. Let us denote by q the index b1 and among all longest path in H choose one such
that q is minimum. Considering vq−1 the path P∗: vq−1vq−2 : : : v1vqvq+1 : : : vp is also a longest path. By the choice of P∗,
except for vq−2 and vq, all even neighbours vi of vq−1 on P∗ satisfy i ¿ q. Thus there are s− 1 even indices i ¿ q, say
d1 + (q − 2); d2 + (q − 2); : : : ; ds−1 + (q − 2), which give s − 1 even cycles of order d1; d2; : : : ; ds−1. These cycles are
given by vq−1vqvq+1 : : : vdi+q−2vq−1. Replacing the edge vq−1vq by the path vq−1vq−2 : : : v1vq we get s − 1 even cycles of
order d1 + (q− 2); d2 + (q− 2); : : : ; ds−1 + (q− 2). Since there are exactly s even cycle lengths and q¿ 4, we conclude
that di+1 = bi+1 = di + (q− 2) for 16 i6 s− 2 and bs = ds−1 + (q− 2). Hence the cycle v1vqvq−1vb2v1 has order 4 and
thus b1 = 4=d1, implying bi =2i+2 for 16 i6 s. Necessarily we obtain that ai+1− a1 + 2= bi for 16 i6 s. If a1¿ 5,
then vq−1ai ∈E(G) for 16 i6 s + 1, since P∗ is a longest path having the same properties as P. But then the cycle
v1v2 : : : vq−1vas+1vas+1−1 : : : va1v1 has order (q − 1) + (2s + 1) = 2s + q = 2s + 4¿ 2s + 2 = bs, a contradiction. Therefore,
a1 = 3 implying ai =2i+1 for 16 i6 s+1 and I = {2; 3; : : : ; 2s+3}. This means that every vertex vi for 16 i6 2s+2
is an end vertex of a longest path and hence G[{v1; v2; : : : ; v2s+3}] is isomorphic to a complete graph K2s+3, for all s¿ 2.
Finally, let us consider the case s=1. If a1 ¡a26 q−1, then the cycle v1va1va1+1va2v1 has even order a2−a1 +2¡q,
a contradiction, therefore a2 ¿q. Let d1; d2 be the odd neighbours of vq−1 on P∗. As above we conclude d2 ¿q. If
a1 ¿q, or d1 ¿q, then there is a cycle of even order greater or equal to (q − 1) + 3 = q + 2¿q, a contradiction. If
a1 ¡q− 1, then there is an even cycle of order 1+ (|a1−d1|+1)+26 q− 2, a contradiction, too. Thus v1vq−1 ∈E(H).
Now consider the vertex vq−2, which is also the end vertex of a longest path with the same properties as P. As above
we have vq−2vq ∈E(H) and the cycle v1vq−1vq−2vqv1 has order 4, hence q= 4 and G[{v1; v2; v3; v4}] is a complete graph
isomorphic to K4. Suppose there is an edge uv∈E(G) with u; v∈V (G) − {v1; v2; v3; v4}. By the 2-connectedness of G,
there are two vertex disjoint paths connecting two vertices vi; vj of K4 with u and v. But then there must be also an even
cycle of length greater or equal to 6¿q= 4, a contradiction. Hence we may assume that there are no edges outside the
K4. Since %(H) = 4; vi; vj ∈E(G) for a vertex vj ∈V (G)− {v1; v2; v3; v4} and 16i64, K5 is a subgraph of G.
3. Concluding remarks
For given sets Co(G) and Ce(G) it may be possible to improve the upper bounds for the chromatic number (G).
If |Co(G)|= 1; then Theorem 2 gives the following corollary.
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Corollary 4. Let G be a 2-connected graph with |Co(G)|= 1. Then
(i) (G) = 4 if G contains K4 and
(ii) (G) = 3 if G contains no K4.
In [9] the chromatic numbers of graphs with Co(G) = {3; 5} were characterized. Let W5 be the wheel of order 6 (one
center vertex which is adjacent to all vertices of a cycle of order 5).
Theorem 5. Let G be a 2-connected graph with Co(G) = {3; 5}. Then
(i) (G) = 6 if G contains a K6,
(ii) (G) = 5 if G contains a K5 but no K6,
(iii) (G) = 4 if G contains a K4 but no K5,
(iv) (G) = 4 if G contains a W5 but no K4 and
(v) (G) = 3 if G contains no W5 and no K4.
For a given simple graph we can also consider its set of induced cycle lengths. In [8] colouring algorithms and upper
bounds for the chromatic number of some classes were obtained in terms of given induced cycle lengths. Related problems
of Erdo˝s were discussed in [7].
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